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ABSTRACT
According to the optimistic reading of the trust deficit in contemporary democ-
racies, an increasingly non-religious and presumably more rational citizenry 
is naturally inclined to distrust public institutions. This modern shift is viewed 
as a positive check that can supposedly improve representative government. 
This article proposes a more nuanced understanding of the influence of 
supernatural beliefs on institutional trust. Specifically, the article moves beyond 
the popular analytical dichotomy between the religious and the non-religious 
by separating the non-religious into a non-believer segment and a segment 
hitherto overlooked by studies of political trust: unconventional or heterodox 
believers (e.g. in astrology and lucky charms, but not in conventional religion). 
Using comparative data from the International Social Survey Programme, the 
study finds that heterodox believers, similarly to non-believers, tend to distrust 
institutions, albeit for very different reasons. The previously ignored role of 
heterodox beliefs points to grave implications regarding the current trust 
deficit.
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The rise of a more rational and typically secular citizenry is a popular 
evolutionary argument regarding the decline in institutional trust in most 
mature democracies (see versions in Dalton 2004; Dalton and Welzel 
2014; Inglehart 1997, 1999; Welzel 2013). Although the secularisation 
process itself has been a controversial concept (Norris and Inglehart 
2004: 11–14), this remains a familiar modernisation argument. It tends 
to view religious citizens as passive towards political authority and rec-
onciled with traditional institutions, while treating secular-rational citizens 
as more demanding of the political system and inclined to question 
authority structures. A product of advancing modernity and rising 
educational attainment, this ‘critical’ secular-rational citizenry exercises 
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a constructive type of scepticism towards the system, while remaining 
engaged with the democratic process (cf. Norris 1999). The current trust 
deficit therefore could be a healthy one, as less trustful yet rational 
citizens are key to maintaining viable and well-performing democracies. 
Nonetheless, recent waves of popular discontent with public-facing insti-
tutions in most advanced democracies suggest more complex processes 
in operation (Bertsou 2019; Foa and Mounk 2016; Van Prooijen 
et al. 2022).

We propose that this optimistic reading rests, in effect, on a prob-
lematic dichotomy between the religious and the (presumably rational) 
non-religious; and that this dichotomous approach may lead to an erro-
neous diagnosis of the trust deficit in contemporary democracies. Rather 
than assuming that all non-religious individuals are necessarily immune 
to supernatural beliefs, we highlight a third group: those who are not 
religious in the conventional sense but instead hold unconventional, 
paranormal or magical (hereafter, heterodox) beliefs in practices such as 
astrology, lucky charms, divination and faith healing. Compared to reli-
gious believers, heterodox believers are individualistic and distrustful of 
authority. On the other hand, they are less prone to logical critical 
reasoning than are actual non-believers, who eschew supernatural beliefs, 
either heterodox or religious ones. In other words, heterodox believers 
do not harbour the constructive scepticism towards public institutions 
that characterises non-believers.

Despite their robust presence throughout history and, especially, in 
modern societies, heterodox believers have been largely ignored by polit-
ical scientists. Yet, they have received significant attention by sociologists 
and psychologists under various labels: ‘spiritual but not religious’, 
‘post-Christian spirituality’, ‘believing but not belonging’, ‘paranormal, 
alternative or parallel beliefs’ and the catch-all ‘New Age’ categorisation 
(e.g. Fuller 2001; Heelas 1996; Lambert 2006; Van Prooijen et al. 2022; 
Wilkins-Laflamme 2021; Willard and Norenzayan 2017). We summarise 
all these labels under our ‘heterodox’ category to capture unconventional 
beliefs in supernatural forces, which deviate from the conventional doc-
trinal confines of organised religion.

We explore the unexamined role of heterodox beliefs in institutional 
trust by using pooled comparative data from the waves (1991, 1998 and 
2008) covered by the cumulated Religion dataset of the International 
Social Survey Programme (ISSP Research Group 2019). We find that, 
according to our conceptually rigorous classification of human belief 
systems (religious, heterodox, non-believer), heterodox beliefs are indeed 
prevalent in contemporary societies. While there is considerable 
cross-national variation, roughly one third of survey respondents are 
heterodox believers. Multilevel regression models show that heterodox 
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believers harbour attitudes that differ from those of religious believers 
and non-believers alike. Specifically, unlike religious believers but similar 
to non-believers, heterodox believers are more likely to distrust public 
institutions. However, further analysis shows that heterodox believers 
distrust public institutions for quite different reasons; they hold strong 
anti-science attitudes in sharp contrast to the science-endorsing 
non-believers. These findings differentiate heterodox believers from both 
the idealised ‘critical’ citizenry (non-believers) and the more trustful 
religious believers.

This study presents a novel, systematic attempt to explore the political 
orientations of heterodox believers towards established authority struc-
tures. Its findings suggest that the steady erosion of conventional religi-
osity through the secularisation process that is observable in many 
modern societies will not lead necessarily to a rational citizenry of logical 
positivists that ‘follow the science’. Such an outcome would have been a 
boon for the quality of public reasoning as a basic input of government. 
Instead, this secularisation process is compatible with the substantial 
presence of non-religious citizens who are less trusting in science and 
public institutions, and who endorse often arbitrary, naïve beliefs. This 
process remains under-examined by studies of institutional trust and 
systemic support, as it is concealed under the customary dichotomy of 
‘religious versus non-religious’ (e.g. Marien and Hooghe 2011: 275; 
Mishler and Rose 2001: 49). This is despite robust challenges to the 
assumed internal homogeneity of these two population segments (Campbell 
et al. 2021; Layman et al. 2021; Voas 2009; Wilkins-Laflamme 2021).

More generally, by moving past this dichotomy the present study 
contributes to a wider attempt to understand the defining feature of 
twenty-first century politics so far: rising popular distrust of the estab-
lished order, along with the triggering and leveraging of this distrust by 
political entrepreneurs (Foa and Mounk 2016: 15–16). This turns into 
an urgent question during times of uncertainty and emergency, which 
require a more interventionist role from public institutions and the mass 
acceptance of that role by citizens (Goetz and Martinsen 2021; Marien 
and Hooghe 2011).

Heterodoxy: neither religious nor rational

Belief structures strongly shape political attitudes and behaviours. When 
it comes to people’s spiritual lives, political scientists have devoted most 
attention to the distinction between ‘religious’ and ‘non-religious’, pre-
sumably more rational, thinking and how this distinction affects political 
outcomes such as systemic legitimacy and institutional support (e.g. 
Inglehart 1997; Norris and Inglehart 2019; Verba et al. 1995). The ongoing 
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public debate regarding the antithetical nature of faith and science, for 
example, is a prominent iteration of this dichotomous view of people’s 
spiritual experiences (Dawkins 2006).

We question this popular analytical distinction between the conven-
tionally religious and the (supposedly rational) non-religious as a standard 
explanation in the study of political attitudes and behaviour. This line 
of thinking in political science downplays a critical type of beliefs that 
has concerned the fields of sociology and psychology; that is, unconven-
tional, paranormal or magical beliefs (i.e. heterodoxy) (Heelas 1996; 
Houtman and Aupers 2007; Van Prooijen et al. 2022; Wilkins-Laflamme 
2021; Willard and Norenzayan 2017). Heterodox beliefs entail a host of 
supernatural-oriented ideas and practices such as magic and witchcraft, 
faith healing, astrology and other types of divination. Heterodox beliefs, 
similar to conventional religious beliefs, postulate some kind of super-
human agency that interferes with human and natural affairs, and deal 
with phenomena falling outside material existence (Norbeck 1961: 11, 
31). However, unlike conventional religious beliefs, which are character-
ised by doctrinal complexity, priestly authority, and extensive institution-
alisation (McGuire 2007: 188), heterodox beliefs have not undergone a 
similar historical process of ethical rationalisation that minimises con-
tradictions and unanswered questions (e.g. as in the case of Christian 
apologetics). Unlike organised religions and their clergy, heterodox beliefs 
do not rely on a fixed and coherent doctrine, while their practitioners 
usually lack vocational qualifications.

Heterodox beliefs also lack the socially-binding and conformist func-
tions that are key to conventional religious faith. Feelings of belonging 
to a larger visible group of like-minded individuals, and the belief that 
the social order is not arbitrary but consecrated by an officially recognised 
actor (e.g. an institutional faith) that mediates the interaction of the 
individual with a superhuman agent are considered fertile ground for 
producing compliance, prosociality and submissiveness (Davis and 
Robinson 1999; Graham and Haidt 2010; Saroglou et al. 2004). These 
functions of conventional religious belief and practice as an expedient 
for creating prosocial and pro-authority feelings are foundational in the 
social sciences (Durkheim 1965). The field of civil religion research is 
a strong application of this thesis, describing a conflation between ven-
eration of the land’s God and veneration of secular authority and its 
institutions (Coleman 1970).

On the other hand, heterodox beliefs, in their dealing with the 
supernatural and spiritual realm, are also evidently different from ratio-
nal thinking. They depend on an intuitive way of thinking that reflects 
an arbitrary ‘feeling of rightness’ (Pennycook et al. 2012: 336). As a 
case in point, consider the popular belief that the relative trajectory of 
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celestial bodies can predict contemporary human affairs, a belief usually 
held without having access to some kind of argumentation or the 
underlying ‘technology’ of prediction (Adorno 1957: 15–16, 84). Recent 
advances in psychology and cognitive science point to critical differences 
between heterodox beliefs and rational thinking (Kahneman 2011; 
Pennycook et al. 2015). As argued by dual-process cognition theory, 
heterodox and other supernatural beliefs reflect an intuitive and 
non-analytic cognitive process (Type 1), as opposed to the analytic 
mode of rational thinking (Type 2). Rational thinking requires more 
cognitive resources and reflects the propensity to use objective infor-
mation in order to question and reject misleading intuitions (Pennycook 
et al. 2012: 335–36). Experimental evidence in cognitive styles singles 
out heterodox supernatural beliefs, together with conspiracist ideation, 
as a type of cognitive process prone to ‘epistemically suspect’ thinking 
(Pennycook et al. 2015: 427).

The presence of heterodox beliefs has been largely ignored by political 
scientists, despite the substantial numbers of individuals that report such 
beliefs in modern societies. This has a lot to do with their lower-status, 
individualistic and informal nature, features that underestimate and dis-
guise the presence of these beliefs in the historical record, including in 
survey research (Scott 1990). The following discussion develops our 
expectation of a negative influence of heterodox beliefs on institutional 
trust as well as a possible mechanism that we can test empirically. It 
draws largely on the analytical distinction among (conventional) religious 
belief, (unconventional) heterodox belief and non-belief (neither of the 
above) types.

The impact of belief structure on institutional trust

We focus on institutional trust to explore how heterodox beliefs may 
affect an important aspect of mass political attitudes. The much-lamented 
ongoing decline of political trust in many consolidated democracies 
justifies the substantial number of empirical studies that have been 
devoted to documenting the sources, forms and consequences of such 
trust. As a basic orientation towards political authority and public insti-
tutions, political trust is critical for the long-term viability and stability 
of any form of complex social structure (Levi and Stoker 2000; Mishler 
and Rose 2001; Ruck et al. 2020; Warren 1999). It is a key manifestation 
of citizens’ underlying, diffuse support for a regime (Citrin 1974; Dalton 
2004; Miller 1974; Norris 1999), and is required for individual compliance 
with laws and regulations and more generally, for systemic stability 
(Barber 1983; Foa and Mounk 2016; Hetherington 1998; Marien and 
Hooghe 2011; Zelditch 2001).
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Heterodoxy: an antagonistic function

The ambiguous relationship between supernatural beliefs and confidence 
in authority structures has a long intellectual pedigree (Billings and Scott 
1994: 174). Consider the original negative Marxist view of religion as 
the ideological basis of subservience and legitimacy of exploitation (Marx 
1975), and the positive view among Marx’s disciples of religion, especially 
its folk or deviating forms, as a breeding ground of protest and revolt 
(Engels 1935). Contemporary anecdotes of the latter reading abound. 
‘Witches are influencers who use the hashtag #witchesofinstagram to 
share horoscopes, spells and witchy memes, and they are anti-Trump 
resistance activists carrying signs that say “Hex the Patriarchy”’ reports 
The New York Times (Bennett 2019). In the same vein, consider magazine 
articles with titles such as ‘The Astrological Is Political: Why Alice Sparkly 
Kat uses postcolonial theory to read the stars’ (Retta 2021).

The nature of heterodox beliefs anticipates a deleterious effect on 
systemic legitimacy and institutional trust. Historically, heterodoxy and 
heresy have been the cultural basis of political dissent and anti-elitism. 
An undercurrent of deviant supernatural beliefs has been a feature of 
primitive class conflict against an oppressive social order, and a form of 
resistance to authority that subordinate groups have employed across 
history (Almond et al. 2003; Cohn 1970; Harkin 2004; Scott 1977). This 
type of work has dealt with the heterodox undertones of various popular 
radical challenges to established authority, such as the German Peasants’ 
War before the Reformation, the Levellers in the English Civil War and 
Pacific cargo cults. According to this literature, deviant supernatural 
doctrines and practices, such as witchcraft, slave religion and the cor-
ruption of official church doctrine into ‘folk’ religiosity are a valuable 
resort for underprivileged groups that wish to challenge the established 
culture (Scott 1990: 144).

With increasing modernisation and secularisation expressed as insti-
tutional differentiation in most societies, the main cause of heterodox 
disaffection with political authority (i.e. the oppression of heterodoxy in 
favour of established religion) has also been disappearing. Yet, we argue 
that the institution-rejecting implications of heterodox beliefs survive in 
the modern context. Sociologists of religion, especially those who examine 
new religious movements, have long emphasised the anti-authority and 
left-libertarian ethos that is typically attached to various unconventional 
supernatural beliefs in modern society (Berger et al. 2003; Bloch 1998; 
Harvey and Vincett 2012; Heelas 1996; Kaplan and Loow 2002; cf. Adorno 
1957). Notable cases include pagan and ‘New Age’ rituals usually practised 
in the fringes of contemporary countercultural, anti-globalisation, envi-
ronmental, feminist and other progressive movements.
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Students of these phenomena note an interesting implication in the 
decline of conventional religious belief and the persistence or even growth 
of these unconventional beliefs in late modernity. The implication con-
cerns a major societal shift, whereby supernatural belief is motivated less 
by the once-dominant sources of authority external to the self (i.e. 
‘authority without’ that is traditional, top-down, institutionalised – for 
instance, the Church). In late modernity, individual interaction with 
postulated supernatural forces is motivated by sources of authority that 
are internal to the self (i.e. ‘authority within’ that is individualised, iden-
titarian, intuitive) (Heelas 1996: 1–3; Houtman and Aupers 2007: 317).

Certainly, part of this transformation involves a parallel process of 
rationalisation and secularisation: the individual, at last self-autonomous 
and free from the bounds of tradition, can now question external author-
ity and hierarchy (Giddens 1994). This is the basis of the customary, 
dichotomous approach to belief-focused explanations of institutional trust: 
unbelief, rationality and healthy scepticism of authority versus conven-
tional religious belief and passive acceptance of authority. Yet, another 
part of this transformation is reflected in the rise and presence of modern 
heterodox beliefs. This part has been largely overlooked by political 
scientists.

Modern heterodox beliefs typically lack a collective ritual space and 
instead tend to be a ‘client’ or ‘audience’ based affair (Bruce 1995: 103; 
McGuire 2007). The familiar Durkheimian ideal-typical dichotomy 
between the sacred and the profane is relevant here (Durkheim 1965). 
According to this dichotomy, conventional religious beliefs are sacred. 
They are geared towards collective, public needs and experiences. In 
contrast, heterodox beliefs like witchcraft and astrology, but also the 
translation of official religion into ‘folk’ religiosity, are profane. They 
focus on private, everyday problems of personal concern and the pursuit 
of immediate and tangible benefits for the individual believer such as 
protection from accident, how to get rich quickly or a speedy therapy.

Expectations and hypotheses: systemic distrust and anti-science

In this sense, heterodox beliefs are inherently atomised experiences that 
do not have a strong collective, organised basis. Beliefs in divination, 
lucky charms and faith healing lack the stable group nature of the more 
familiar forms of organised faith (e.g. the Abrahamic religions) that helps 
to align adherents behind collective identities, aims and institutions. 
Because of their more individualistic nature, therefore, modern heterodox 
beliefs can alienate individuals from communal aims and the institutions 
that promote them. In the absence of the collectivist and system-affirming 
ethos of official (church) religions, this line of thinking anticipates a 
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negative effect of unconventional beliefs on institutional trust. We there-
fore expect that heterodox believers differ from traditional religious 
believers in the following respect:

Hypothesis 1: The stronger the heterodoxy, the lower the institutional trust.

While both heterodox believers and non-believers are expected to 
harbour lower trust in public institutions, we argue that they do so for 
quite different reasons. As highlighted by psychology and cognition stud-
ies, non-believers tend to think analytically; that is, by ‘reasoning about 
and potentially overriding…intuitions, gut feelings, and instincts’ 
(Pennycook et al. 2015: 425). Therefore, non-believers are more likely to 
be sceptical about naïve beliefs and to endorse scientific arguments and 
evidence. On the other hand, heterodox beliefs along with all supernatural 
beliefs are considered as intuitive and strongly shaped by people’s natural 
cognitive structure. Recent research by Rutjens and van der Lee (2020) 
indicates that aspects of contemporary heterodoxy (spirituality) are asso-
ciated empirically with science scepticism. In other words, the analytic 
thinking style constitutes a cognitive basis of constructive scepticism in 
the case of non-believers, but not in the case of heterodox believers.

One way to consider these cognitive differences between the heterodox 
and non-believers is by examining their attitude to science. While all 
public-facing institutions included in this analysis are built around experts 
applying skills (priestly, scientific, juridical, economic and legislative) that 
impact individual lives, we focus on science as the form of expertise 
that is most readily recognisable by the public. We expect heterodox 
beliefs to induce an anti-science attitude, which, in turn, will undermine 
institutional trust. Here, the effect of heterodox beliefs on institutional 
trust is mediated by the anti-science attitude. We therefore expect that 
heterodox believers differ from non-believers in the following respect:

Hypothesis 2a: The stronger the heterodoxy, the stronger the anti-science 
attitude.

Hypothesis 2b: The stronger the heterodoxy, the stronger the anti-science 
attitude, and, in turn, the lower the institutional trust.

In all, we argue that heterodox believers differ from the religious in 
their distrust of public institutions (H1), but they also differ from 
non-believers in their anti-science attitude (H2a), which accounts for 
their distrust (H2b). By ignoring the heterodox, the popular moderni-
sation argument that focuses on positive ‘critical’ scepticism by all 
non-religious citizens (heterodox and non-believers alike) could mistake 
high levels of distrust as a healthy outcome for representative government. 
The following sections explore empirically whether heterodox beliefs are 
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indeed prevalent in our sample of countries, and how heterodox believers 
orient themselves towards public institutions.

Data and variables

We use data from the cumulated Religion modules of the International 
Social Survey Programme to test our hypotheses about heterodoxy (ISSP 
Research Group 2019). The cumulated dataset includes comparative sur-
vey cross-sections from years 1991, 1998 and 2008 (but not the recent 
separate 2018 release, which covers some of the countries below). It 
contains a rich set of questions about respondents’ conventional and 
unconventional supernatural beliefs. Our analysis includes respondents 
from the following countries: Austria, Czechia, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Philippines, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom. Most countries participated in either one or two of 
the three waves available.

The 18 countries are substantially different with regard to contextual 
factors, such as the supply of democracy and levels of economic devel-
opment. The considerable contextual variation of our sample provides 
an ideal pool for examining whether and in what way belief structures 
affect citizens’ trust in public institutions. We also note that the sample 
of countries used in the analysis is largely a Europe-centred one. Any 
conclusions may not generalise to other contexts, where the structure of 
belief systems is not necessarily the one theorised here, especially regard-
ing the collective character of conventional religiosity or the more indi-
vidualistic nature of heterodoxy (cf. American religious exceptionalism, 
Warner 1993; but see Davis and Robinson 1999).

Religious believers, heterodox believers and non-believers

We extend the standard use of supernatural ‘belief ’ variables in the study 
of public attitudes by treating belief as a two-dimensional concept 
(Figure 1). On the first dimension, conventional religiosity is the familiar 
concept referring to the extent to which people state that they believe 
in an established divine power (‘God’). We square this with a second 
dimension, which refers to heterodoxy or the extent to which respondents 
accept ideas that depart explicitly from acknowledged standards and 
established doctrines. The second dimension distinguishes individuals 
based on their acceptance of these unconventional beliefs. This schema 
creates four initial groups: heterodox (high heterodoxy and low religios-
ity); non-believers (low heterodoxy and low religiosity); religious inclusive 
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(high heterodoxy and high religiosity); and religious exclusive (low het-
erodoxy and high religiosity).

We use the two axes of belief structure that appear in Figure 1 to 
identify three groups: religious believers (inclusive and exclusive); 
non-believers; and heterodox believers. Our main analysis, therefore, 
collapses the two religious groups (inclusive and exclusive) into a single, 
generic religious group (cf. Ammerman 2013: 259). We will compare 
institutional trust for these three groups, which are fundamentally dif-
ferent in their understanding of natural and human affairs.

In order to gauge heterodoxy, we use respondents’ assessment of state-
ments that appeared together as a four-item battery in the ISSP ques-
tionnaire: (a) ‘Good luck charms sometimes do bring good luck’; (b) 
‘Some fortune tellers really can foresee the future’; (c) ‘Some faith healers 
do have God-given healing powers’ and (d) ‘A person’s star sign at birth, 
or horoscope, can affect the course of their future’.1 Respondents assessed 
each of these four items on a four-point scale, where ‘definitely true’ was 
scored as ‘1’ and ‘definitely false’ as ‘4’. We combine reversed answers to 
these four statements, and then use a threshold score to create a binary 
variable of heterodoxy. When a respondent generally endorsed uncon-
ventional supernaturalism (i.e. score on the reversed additive scale is 
higher than 8), we code this binary variable as ‘1’.

While it is possible that there is variation in aspects of heterodoxy 
across countries, the four items are ideal for comparative analysis. They 
refer to beliefs in practices that are universally recognised across cultures. 
They tend to be worded in an abstract way, which signals the general 
class rather than the specific phenomenon (e.g. fortune telling is variably 
understood as chiromancy, cartomancy, clairvoyance or cleromancy by 
different cultures). The ISSP battery is not exhaustive of the entire spec-
trum of heterodox beliefs in the supernatural (see a list in Tobacyk 
2004: 96).

We measure conventional religious belief as belief in God. Respondents 
were asked to choose among the following options: ‘I don’t believe in 
God’; ‘I don’t know whether there is a God and I don’t believe there is 
a way to find out’; ‘I don’t believe in a personal God, but I do believe 

Figure 1. Belief structures: religious, heterodox, and non-believers.
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in a Higher Power of some kind’; ‘I find myself believing in God some 
of the time, but not at others’; ‘while I have doubts, I feel that I do 
believe in God’ and ‘I know God really exists and I have no doubts 
about it’. We code a new binary variable as ‘1’ for respondents that 
reported the last option; that is, that expressed a firm and unquestionable 
conventional religious belief. This strict operationalisation ensures the 
distinctiveness of ‘religious believers’ vis-à-vis the other two groups. 
Online Appendix B provides evidence that religious belief and heterodoxy 
are separate constructs.

Figure 2a plots the overall distribution of belief types, while online 
Appendices C and D provide basic demographics and country-wave 
variation. Figure 2a suggests that the ISSP pool contains a substantial 
number of people who tend to question traditional religious beliefs 
but generally endorse unconventional, heterodox ones. These respon-
dents account approximately for one third of survey participants 
(31%). There are slightly more non-believers (37%) in the sample, 
accounting for another third of participants. Among religious believers, 
we find an equal split between inclusive religious believers (16%) and 
exclusive ones (16%). Together, these two subgroups of religious 

Figure 2. Distribution and cross-national composition of belief types.

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2022.2145101
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believers make up the last third of participants. Figure 2a indicates 
that rather than embracing secular rationality, many people in modern 
societies tend to adhere to some type of unconventional belief.

The ISSP dataset includes countries with diverse socioeconomic and 
political backgrounds. In this respect, Figure 2a masks important 
cross-national variation in belief composition. Figure 2b plots the average 
compositions of religious, heterodox and non-believers for surveyed coun-
tries as a ternary plot (see also online Appendix D). Figure 2b indicates 
that countries disperse markedly along the three axes.2 For example, 
Norway (NO) has the highest share of non-believers (right axis), with 
fewer religious believers (left axis) than heterodox ones (bottom axis). 
In contrast, majorities in the Philippines (PH) and Portugal (PT) are 
composed of religious believers, with fewer heterodox and non-believers. 
Finally, formerly communist Latvia (LV) occupies the bottom right angle 
with the greatest amount of heterodox believers in our sample of 
countries.

The multiple waves of the ISSP also allow us to map changes in the 
distribution of belief types over time, subject to wave availability. As 
shown in Figure 2c, there are various distinctive trajectories that stand 
out. Ireland exemplifies a clear move away from conventional religiosity 
and mostly towards heterodoxy. In comparison, the Netherlands becomes 
unreligious more gradually over time. Russia illustrates the familiar jour-
ney towards a post-communist religious ‘revival’. The sheer cross-national 
variation and the dynamics of change over time suggest that the existing 
focus of empirical research on the political implications of conventional 
religiosity (or lack thereof) overlooks a large part of the underlying 
structure of supernatural belief systems.

Institutional trust and anti-science

We expect that supernatural belief structures affect mass attitudes towards 
public institutions. We are motivated by the current climate of generalised 
popular discontent against various sources of established authority, polit-
ical, epistemic, economic and moral. Therefore, for the record, our view 
of institutional trust is wider than mere public confidence in political 
structures (e.g. legislatures). Our study deals with the major public-facing 
institutions that exercise authority over the individual: religious, scientific, 
legal, economic and political (Zelditch 2001).

To gauge citizens’ trust in institutions, we rely on a commonly used 
battery of questions from the ISSP that includes the following statements: 
‘How much confidence do you have in: (a) Parliament; (b) Business and 
industry; (c) Churches and religious organisations; (d) Courts and the 
legal system; and (e) Schools and the educational system?’ For each of 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2022.2145101
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the five items respondents answered on a five-point scale, where ‘complete 
confidence’ was scored as ‘1’ and ‘no confidence at all’ as ‘5’. These items 
cover the key public institutions of modern society, which are the legit-
imate sources of civic, epistemic and moral authority to which individuals 
are expected to conform. Although organised across separate material 
and normative foundations, together they capture the realm of acceptable, 
systemic power.

Indeed, our analysis points that responses to these items are inter-
nally consistent (Cronbach’s α = .72; Guttman’s λ = .69). We con-
structed an index of general institutional trust by aggregating 
respondents’ answers to all five items, coded in reverse order. In the 
following analysis, we use this index as our main dependent variable 
to test whether religious believers, heterodox believers and non-believers 
differ in terms of expressed institutional trust. To ensure the robust-
ness of our analysis, we also look separately at explanations of trust 
in specific institutions such as the national legislature and organised 
religion.

Hypotheses 2a and 2b expect heterodox believers to harbour a more 
negative attitude towards science compared to non-believers as the basis 
of their distrust. We operationalise anti-science by using the following 
two survey items: ‘Modern science does more harm than good’; ‘We trust 
too much in science and not enough in religious faith’. For each of the 
two items, respondents answered on a five-point Likert scale. We use 
these two items to create an additive scale, whereby higher scores indicate 
a stronger anti-science position.

Controls

We control for a range of individual- and country-level characteristics 
that are available in the ISSP’s cumulated Religion modules, particularly 
those highlighted in the institutional trust literature. At the individual 
level we include respondents’ gender, education level (degree indicator, 
ranging from ‘no formal education’ to ‘upper level tertiary’), and age 
group. We merge the individual-level data with country-level data such 
as GDP per capita (from the World Bank database). Many studies also 
stress the importance of regime type and performance (e.g. democracy 
vs. autocracy) in shaping people’s institutional trust. We thus use Polity 
IV (Gurr et al. 2016) to control for political context.

A state’s past experience with communist rule affects mass attitudes 
towards public institutions (Mishler and Rose 2001). For this reason, we 
control for communist legacy via a dichotomous variable. Another estab-
lished view is that close proximity between a state and an official church 
produces higher levels of institutional trust in general among the population 
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(Martin 1978). On this basis, we include a contextual control for the type 
of relationship that links the state with organised religion, which ranges 
from negative (state hostility towards religion) to positive (a religious state) 
using Fox’s ‘official support’ variable (we use the SBX variable from Fox’s 
Religion and State project; see also Fox 2008). Finally, as the ISSP dataset 
includes various waves of measurement, we control for wave to account 
for the role of historical changes (Luo and Hodges 2022).

Analysis and results

First, we test our main hypothesis using multilevel analysis with random 
slopes and random intercepts (Gelman and Hill 2007). Then, we test the 
indirect effects of heterodox beliefs via causal mediation analysis. 
Compared to no pooling (e.g. country-based) and traditional pooling 
methods, multilevel analysis is a more accurate estimation of the direct 
effects of both the individual and contextual correlates. It also examines 
how the impact of belief structure varies across national contexts. More 
specifically, we regress the combined index of institutional trust on belief 
types, and we add control variables at both individual and country levels 
in a stepwise manner (Table 1, models 1–4). We then disaggregate further 
to examine trust in two specific institutions that are emblematic of tem-
poral and religious authority; that is, legislative bodies and formal reli-
gious bureaucracies (Table 1, models 5–6).

Table 1 reports multilevel analysis results regarding the determinants of 
institutional trust (Hypothesis 1). Three findings stand out. First, we observe 
significant differences between the religious, the heterodox and non-believers. 
Both non-believers and heterodox believers express less confidence in public 
institutions than do religious believers. This pattern persists when we focus 
on specific institutions such as legislative and religious bodies (models 5–6).

Second, we find that a series of important sociodemographics also 
shape institutional trust. Differences among religious believers, 
non-believers and heterodox believers persist even after controlling for 
these variables. Specifically, we find some significant gender, education, 
and age effects. For instance, respondents in their 70s or older are con-
sistently more likely to report greater confidence in public institutions. 
The findings confirm existing research by emphasising the importance 
of exogenous socialisation and structural factors as explanations of insti-
tutional trust (e.g. Mishler and Rose 2001).

Third, some country-level variables also bear an association with public 
trust in institutions. Controlling for these contextual factors does not 
affect the main relationship between belief types and institutional trust. 
Particularly, we find that while respondents interviewed in countries with 
a communist past are likely to report lower trust in legislative bodies, 
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those in more mature democracies report higher trust. Moreover, we 
find that in countries with stronger official support for organised religion, 
people are more likely to trust public institutions in general, in a rela-
tionship partly explained by the fact that official state support often 
coincides with more homogeneous societies.3

Table 1. Multilevel analysis of institutional trust.
Dependent variable

institutional trust legislative church

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

‘religious’ as 
reference

 non-believers −0.060*** −0.062*** −0.060*** −0.060*** −0.018*** −0.207***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.018)

 Heterodox −0.047*** −0.048*** −0.045*** −0.045*** −0.014*** −0.153***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.014)

sexa 0.0004 −0.0003 −0.0002 0.004** −0.014***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

education 0.004*** 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.011*** 0.0004
(0.0005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

age groupb

 19 or 
younger

−0.009** −0.008* −0.003 −0.071***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.007)
 20–29 −0.023*** −0.023*** −0.029*** −0.089***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
 30–39 −0.027*** −0.027*** −0.035*** −0.079***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
 40–49 −0.028*** −0.028*** −0.024*** −0.071***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
 50–59 −0.025*** −0.025*** −0.025*** −0.058***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
 60–69 −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.011*** −0.028***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
periodc

 1998 −0.025*** −0.024*** −0.049*** −0.013***
(0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)

 2008 −0.021*** −0.018*** −0.049*** 0.009
(0.002) (0.005) (0.008) (0.007)

GDp pc (log) −0.005 −0.002 −0.026***
(0.004) (0.006) (0.005)

Democracy 0.0002 0.017*** −0.002
(0.002) (0.004) (0.003)

post-communist 0.021 −0.075* 0.021
(0.019) (0.040) (0.014)

official support 0.012*** 0.015*** 0.004
(0.003) (0.005) (0.003)

constant 0.628*** 0.617*** 0.652*** 0.606*** 0.351*** 1.015***
(0.010) (0.011) (0.011) (0.047) (0.074) (0.051)

obs. N. 34,020 33,916 33,887 33,887 36,812 36,644
log L. 20,638 20,608 20,608 20,592 8,269.0 5,921.5
aic −41,256 −41,192 −41,177 −41,134 −16,488 −11,793
Bic −41,172 −41,090 −41,008 −40,923 −16,275 −11,580

note: *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
a‘Female’ as the reference group.
b‘70 and older’ as the reference group.
cperiod of ‘1991’ as the reference group.
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Our multilevel analysis introduces random slopes and random inter-
cepts, as the relationship between supernatural belief structures and 
institutional trust may vary cross-nationally. Figure 3a shows the overall 
effect of belief types, independent of random country effects and idio-
syncratic individual effects. Consistent with Table 1, we find a strong 
and consistent heterodoxy effect on institutional trust.

In order to provide a more granular picture under divergent 
country-specific contexts, Figure 3b focuses on four countries: Philippines, 
Norway, Latvia and Austria. 4 The first three countries occupy the three 
angles of Figure 2b, representing three extreme compositions of belief 

Figure 3. effect of belief types on institutional trust.
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systems. Austria lies roughly at the centre of Figure 2b, indicating a 
more balanced composition profile. While respondents in these four 
countries report different levels of general institutional trust, there is a 
similar overall pattern of ‘dips’ in most cases.

We also present the same relationship for the extended belief-type 
categorisation in the right panel of Figure 3a and b. We can conclude 
here, therefore, that there are no marked differences between inclusive 
and exclusive religious believers. Online Appendix F provides an addi-
tional analysis that finds no significant differences between these two 
subgroups of religious believers in terms of institutional trust.

In an additional check, Figure 4 plots country-level percentages of 
each belief type and country-year means of institutional trust. These 
bivariate plots indicate that the extent of the religious presence and the 
extent of the heterodox presence in a country are strongly associated in 
the expected direction (positively and negatively, respectively) with insti-
tutional trust. The heterodox percentage, hitherto ignored in this field, 
has a stronger relationship with institutional trust (slope = −0.28). There 
is no significant bivariate relationship between the non-believer percentage 
and institutional trust at the national level. Together with our 
individual-level results, we interpret this as further evidence in support 
of our main argument.

We theorised that, while both non-believers and heterodox believers 
would be less likely to express confidence in public institutions (H1), 
they would do so from a different basis (H2a–b). One possible mecha-
nism that can be tested with this dataset is that non-believers question 
authority because they are prone to use one’s own cognitive capacity to 
pursue truth and meaning in an analytic manner. This benign explanation 
of why this segment distrusts institutions is not expected to apply to 
heterodox believers. As we have already discussed, the scholarly literature 

Figure 4. country-level relationship between presence of belief types and institu-
tional trust.

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2022.2145101
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treats the latter as prone to a less benign, more intuitive and ‘epistemi-
cally suspect’ thinking style, which departs from the idealised image of 
the ‘critical’ citizen.

In order to test Hypotheses 2a and 2b, we employ multilevel and 
mediation analysis. We first explore the connection between belief types 
and anti-science attitudes as stated in Hypothesis 2a. Table 2 presents 

Table 2. Multilevel analysis of anti-science attitudes.
Dependent variable

anti-science
Does more 

harm
too much 

trust

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

‘non-believers’ as 
reference

 religious 0.587*** 0.529*** 0.511*** 0.511*** 0.245*** 0.774***
(0.070) (0.069) (0.069) (0.068) (0.046) (0.099)

 Heterodox 0.222*** 0.185*** 0.198*** 0.198*** 0.140*** 0.249***
(0.039) (0.036) (0.035) (0.034) (0.031) (0.040)

sexa −0.077*** −0.082*** −0.082*** −0.102*** −0.061***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.013)

education −0.124*** −0.111*** −0.111*** −0.140*** −0.084***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

age groupb

 19 or younger −0.252*** −0.252*** −0.200*** −0.315***
(0.032) (0.032) (0.038) (0.040)

 20–29 −0.245*** −0.245*** −0.153*** −0.342***
(0.021) (0.021) (0.025) (0.026)

 30–39 −0.223*** −0.222*** −0.137*** −0.312***
(0.021) (0.021) (0.024) (0.025)

 40–49 −0.213*** −0.213*** −0.135*** −0.294***
(0.020) (0.020) (0.024) (0.024)

 50–59 −0.198*** −0.198*** −0.131*** −0.268***
(0.020) (0.020) (0.024) (0.025)

 60–69 −0.131*** −0.131*** −0.108*** −0.162***
(0.021) (0.021) (0.025) (0.025)

periodc

 2008 −0.040 0.002 −0.058**
(0.025) (0.031) (0.030)

GDp pc (log) −0.027 −0.082** −0.008
(0.028) (0.034) (0.032)

Democracy 0.050*** 0.070*** 0.027
(0.014) (0.017) (0.016)

post-communist 0.134* 0.072 0.099
(0.077) (0.102) (0.082)

official support −0.035** −0.031 −0.013
(0.016) (0.021) (0.017)

constant 2.29*** 2.70*** 17.22*** 2.88*** 3.23*** 2.77***
(0.094) (0.087) (2.329) (0.287) (0.350) (0.322)

obs. N. 28,580 28,496 28,476 28,476 29,173 28,998
log L. −37,154 −36,463 −36,404 −36,414 −42,483 −42,948
aic 74,328 72,951 72,846 72,876 85,014 85,944
Bic 74,411 73,051 73,003 73,074 85,213 86,143

note: *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
a‘Female’ as the reference group.
b‘70 and older’ as the reference group.
cperiod of ‘1998’ as the reference group.
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the results of a multilevel analysis with non-believers as the reference 
group. We find a consistent pattern across all models: heterodox believ-
ers are markedly more anti-science compared to non-believers. On a 
side note, we observe that belief in any type of supernatural agency 
(religious and heterodox) is related to a stronger anti-science position, 
which we have discussed in connection to analytic thinking (Pennycook 
et al. 2012). The difference between the religious and the heterodox is, 
of course, that the former express greater confidence in public institu-
tions, which we attribute to the prosocial nature of conventional 
religiosity.

To explore further the mediating role of anti-science attitudes in insti-
tutional distrust among the heterodox and non-believers, we examine 
the effect of heterodox beliefs via anti-science attitudes (Hypothesis 2b). 
We treat heterodox believers as the reference, with results reported in 
Figure 5 (for full results and additional multilevel analyses, see online 
Appendix G). We find evidence of strong and significant mediating effects 
(for mediation analysis, see Pearl 1998; Pearl et al. 2016). Figure 5a 
reports that, compared to non-believers, the reference heterodox group 
is more anti-science, which, in turn, significantly undermines trust in 
legislative institutions. This causal chain applies only to heterodox believ-
ers. Regarding trust in religious institutions (Figure 5b), anti-science 
attitudes significantly boost trust in church institutions and, again, the 
reference heterodox group is more anti-science compared to non-believers. 
These results confirm our hypothesis that the relationship of heterodoxy 
with institutional trust is mediated by anti-science attitudes. Together 
with the findings from Table 1, we conclude that although both heterodox 
believers and non-believers tend to distrust public institutions, the former 
do so for reasons unrelated to the ‘healthy’ (pro-science) scepticism 
exercised by non-believers, who are the prototypical ‘critical’ rational 
citizens.

Figure 5. Mediation analysis (reference group: heterodox).

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2022.2145101
https://doi.org/10.1080/01402382.2022.2145101
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Conclusion and discussion

Supernatural-oriented beliefs and institutional trust are indeed related, but 
not for the widely assumed reason that has driven political science research. 
The ongoing decline of institutional trust experienced by most mature 
democracies is not simply due to the presence of a less religious, more 
informed, rational citizenry. It is partly due to the hitherto ignored pres-
ence of citizens who are not particularly religious but are prone to ‘epis-
temically suspect’ beliefs. This empirical analysis provided evidence that 
heterodox beliefs in the supernatural, exemplified in the conviction that 
astrology, faith healing, fortune telling and lucky charms actually work, 
were associated with the tendency to distrust public institutions (parlia-
ments, courts, businesses, organised religion and the education system). 
The statistical analysis used comparative individual-level information from 
the cumulated ISSP Religion modules, supplemented by contextual variables.

We acknowledge that the considerable cross-country variation in the 
distribution of belief types invites further exploration by students of political 
trust; ideally with evidence that covers consistently an adequate number of 
countries for an adequately long period. Survey design issues also did not 
allow us to explore potential confounders surrounding the heterodoxy-political 
distrust relationship; most notably, other kinds of non-mainstream experi-
ence and belief (e.g. the role of minority status; see De Vroome et al. 2013).

These limitations notwithstanding, we interpret the overall finding as 
follows: we are not witnessing a linear trend towards a more rational future 
that will translate into positive inputs for representative democratic govern-
ment. This is not a story solely of ‘critical’ citizens that are sceptical of 
institutional structures, while still engaging constructively with these structures 
in a benign effort to improve them. If the liberal democratic ideal requires 
these ‘critical’ citizens, then the presence of distrustful and anti-science het-
erodox believers is a cause for concern (cf. Bertsou 2019). Heterodoxy, after 
all, appears to coincide with phenomena that include conspiracist ideation 
and news diets that promote disinformation (Van Prooijen et al. 2022: 1069, 
1073; Ward and Voas 2011). These phenomena rest on non-analytic thinking 
modes and are facilitated and networked by the same media landscape. 
Combined, they may form a less constructive pressure on levels of institu-
tional trust in advanced, supposedly rational societies.

The present analysis adds a twist to the popular lament of the current 
and the previous two centuries regarding the ‘naked public square’ (see 
a recent iteration in Dreher 2019). According to this lament, advancing 
secularisation of the type afflicting the ‘Judeo-Christian tradition’ as the 
cultural foundation of the Western institutional order will prove detri-
mental to systemic legitimacy, political stability and established authority. 
Our study implies that if this happens, it will not be merely due to modern 
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societies abandoning organised religion in favour of healthy independent 
scepticism towards authority structures. It might also happen because the 
same modern context provides a fertile ground for the diffusion of a more 
problematic type of belief system – heterodoxy.

Notes

 1. The presence of the faith-healing item, which refers to ‘God’, might be 
considered problematic by being too close to conventional religion (cf. 
McCleary and Barro 2006). Yet, translations of the questionnaire in the 
various ISSP-participating languages make an explicit connection between 
the faith-healing item and unconventional beliefs. For example, the 
Portuguese version uses the term ‘curandeiro’ for faith healer, which refers 
to quack or witchdoctor. The French version uses the term ‘guérisseur’, 
which also has unconventional connotations. We tested our models by 
excluding this item, and found results that were consistent with those 
reported in the main text (see online Appendix A).

 2. We ‘jiggered’ some overlapping points for better readability. Exact distri-
bution statistics appear in the online Appendices.

 3. Online Appendix E provides an alternative model specification with sep-
arate, continuous versions of religiosity and heterodoxy.

 4. For Figure 3b, while we varied countries from Philippines to Austria, we 
fixed Sex as ‘Female’, Education as ‘3’, Age group as ‘70 and older’, Survey 
wave as ‘1991’, GDPpc as ‘28713.75’, Democracy as ‘10’, Post-Communism 
as ‘0’ and Official Support as ‘6’. Further details appear in the replication 
files in the online Appendix.
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